We demonstrated lasing in localized modes of an optimized photonic amorphous structure with short-range order. The InGaAsP multiple quantum wells embedded in a free-standing InGaAsP slab were employed as an active medium by optical pumping at room temperature. The high index contrast between air and InGaAsP, combined with uniformity of local topology and short-range order, enables strong confinement of light via multiple scattering. We confirmed the characteristic of lasing modes in the complex geometry with numerical simulations based on the real images of fabricated samples. Photonic crystals (PCs) with periodic arrangement of dielectric media have attracted much research interest because of their fascinating optical properties, e.g., the photonic band-gap (PBG) effect to prohibit light propagation within certain frequency range. 1 The rapid advances in PCs led to the realization of various functional devices, such as photonic waveguides, lasers, optical filters, and photodetecters. [2] [3] [4] [5] Similarly, photonic amorphous structures (PAS) have short range order which improves light confinement at a certain frequency due to enhanced scattering. While the PBG of a PC is formed by the interference effect of periodic arrangement of media, the PAS have the PBG formed by coupling of Mie resonances of individual scatterers with high refractive index. The PBG of a PAS is always isotropic due to the structural isotropy.
Recently, we studied the evolution of the PBG from PCs to PAS and found that even when the PBG disappears, there is still strong confinement of light near the frequency of the original PBG. 6 Especially, despite the lack of a PBG, biomimetic PAS could improve the confinement of light and enhance lasing action. 7, 8 This implies that the structural factor is an important factor to enhance multiple scattering. Meanwhile, the geometry of scatterer is another important factor, because it can be optimized for maximal scattering cross section. Typically, the Mie scattering of a dielectric cylinder in air is more significant than that of the air cylinder in the dielectric medium. Therefore, in order to improve light confinement in a random structure consisting of dielectric cylinders, one should fix the size of cylinders and utilize the effect of proximity resonance. 9, 10 In contrast, in a random structure with connected dielectric material, a uniform topology of the dielectric part is shown to be more efficient in confining light. 11, 12 These studies show that the local structural uniformity of dielectric area, let it be the dielectric cylinders in an isolated system or dielectric channels in a connected system, is crucial to the construction of PBG. 13 In this paper, we propose an optimized PAS with constant separation of air holes in a highindex semiconductor for a strong light localization and demonstrate lasing action at room temperature by optical pumping.
Two-dimensional (2-D) amorphous patterns were created by a jammed packing method with poly-disperse air holes in the dielectric medium by computer simulations in order to preserve short-range order. 6 Then, the radii of all holes were reduced by the same amount to make the constant separation between the neighboring holes as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The holes are considered to be air and embedded in a dielectric material of refractive index n. The filling fraction of air is set at 50%. Although the air holes are not uniform in size, the dielectric gap between the air holes has similar width. Thus this structure, labelled as constant-gap, has local uniformity in the dielectric topology. For comparison, we consider another structure with local uniformity in the air part, namely the 2D amorphous pattern with the constant size of air holes at the same center positions as shown in Fig. 1(b) , and it is labelled constant-hole. First, we checked the statistical distribution of the dielectric spacing between the nearest neighbor holes in both structures as shown in Fig. 1(c) . In constant-gap PAS, the peak value of probability distribution is about 50% with <3 nm full-width half maximum (FWHM) at 110-nm separation. However, in the constant-hole PAS, the peak value is about 3.5% with <3 nm FWHM at 105-nm separation. For a quantitative understanding of the local uniformity of the dielectric topology, an effective refractive index, n ef f , and its standard deviation, rðnÞ=n ef f , were calculated as a function of sampling area. The sampling area is a circular disk of radius R S centered at the centroid of a triangle made by the center positions of the three closest air holes as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(d) . 11 The refractive index averaged within the sampling area displays nearly identical dependence on a ave , because the center positions of air holes are identical in the constant-gap and constant-hole PAS. The variance rðnÞ=n ef f , however, is significant different, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . When the sampling area is small, it contains only the dielectric material not the air, so the standard deviation is zero. However, as the sampling area increases, the standard deviation increases because air holes are partially included in the sampling area. When the sampling area becomes much larger than the hole diameter, the standard deviation is reduced because the sampling area contains many air holes. The standard deviation rðnÞ=n ef f in the constant-gap PAS is smaller than that in the constant-hole structure, implying the former has higher degree of local uniformity.
In order to understand how local structural uniformity of dielectric medium affects optical properties, three-dimensional (3-D) density of optical states (DOS) transverse-electric (TE)-like polarized light was calculated using order-N method. 6 Here, free-standing InGaAsP slab structures with air holes were considered. The thickness of InGaAsP slab, the average distance between nearest air holes, a ave , and the refractive index of InGaAsP at k $1.5lm are 270 nm, 485 nm, and 3.2, respectively. As seen in Fig. 2(a) , the constant-gap PAS displays a pseudo bandgap behaviour inside the original PBG of a PC with a triangular lattice of air holes, even though the gap depth and width are significantly reduced. In contrast, the constant-hole PAS does not exhibit any dip in DOS. This difference is attributed to the fact that the dielectric topology in the constant-gap PAS is more uniform than that in the constant-hole PAS. Hence, the partial depletion of photonic DOS in the constant-gap leads to an improvement of light confinement and the formation of high quality factor (Q-factor) modes. For a further understanding of the local structural effect on the light confinement, we calculated Q-factors of localized modes by 3D-FDTD simulation with the boundary condition of a perfect matched layer. Figure 2(b) shows the Q factor distribution as a function of the normalized frequency. The maximal Q-factor mode is found at the frequency of minimal DOS. More specifically, the maximum Q value in the constant-gap PAS is about 2100 (a=k ¼ 0:300), while it is less than 980 in the constant-hole PAS.
Next we used the stronger confinement of light in the constant-gap PAS for lasing. We fabricated 2D constant-gap PAS structures in a free-standing 270-nm-thick InGaAsP slab. Seven InGaAsP quantum wells are embedded in the slab, and their photoluminescence (PL) peak is at 1:55 lm. 3, 5 First, the computer-generated patterns are written onto a 200-nm-thick polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) layer on top of InGaAsP slab by standard electron-beam lithography. After hardening of the patterned PMMA layer by Ar ion bombardment, the pattern is transferred into the InGaAsP slab and the InP sacrificial layer underneath by the chemically assisted ion beam etching. Finally, a free-standing InGaAsP slab structure is formed by wet etching of the InP sacrificial layer in a dilute HCl solution. Figure 3(a) shows the top-view scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a fabricated PAS with constant dielectric gap. The averaged distance between nearest neighbor holes is about 485 nm, and the average diameter of air holes is about 320 nm in the center. Because of the proximity effect of electron beam lithography, the air holes near the boundary are smaller. The diameter of the patterns was only about 11 lm. In the lasing experiments, the samples were optically pumped by a pulsed diode laser (pulse width $10 ns, center wavelength $980 nm, and pulse repetition rate $1 MHz) at room temperature. A 50Â objective lens (numerical aperture ¼ 0.85) focused the pump light to a pattern at normal incidence. The diameter of pump spot on the sample surface was about 3 lm. The emission from the sample was collected by the same objective lens. The emission spectrum was measured by a monochromator with an InGaAs detector. The spatial distribution of emission intensity across the sample surface was projected onto an infra-red charged-carrier-device (CCD) camera, simultaneously. Figure 3(b) shows the typical lasing behaviour of a mode in the constant-gap PAS. The inset is the lasing spectrum above threshold (peak power P ¼ 2.45 mW). The intensity and linewidth of the emission peak at k $1480 nm exhibit a threshold dependence on the peak pump power. The lasing threshold is estimated to be about 700 lW, which is a little higher than a typical PC defect laser.
14 The linewidth at high pump power is limited by the resolution of spectrometer. As the pump beam spot was moved around the patterned area, new lasing peaks replaced the existing one, but their wavelengths are distinct. Figure 3(c) shows two emission spectra, taken at different pump positions. The insets were the near-field images of lasing above threshold with illumination light. The dark circular region in each image is the patterned area. When we pumped the center of the pattern, the dominant lasing mode is at k ¼ 1480 nm. However, when we pumped the left of the pattern, the main lasing mode is at k ¼ 1520 nm. Such phenomena indicate that there are many resonant modes in the pattern, and they are localized at different positions. Many of them can be brought to lasing when overlapped with the pumping spot.
We repeated the lasing experiment on multiple PAS patterns with different values of a ave . These patterns were created from the jammed packing algorithm different initial seeds, so their structural factor and local uniformity were nearly identical. Figure 3(d) plots the lasing wavelengths for samples of different a ave , which ranges from 482 nm to 528 nm. The lasing peaks were widely distributed in the gain spectrum of the InGaAsP QWs. The wavelength range of lasing peaks, e.g., for a ave ¼ 482 nm, is well matched with the pseudo-bandgap region, 1410 nm -1580 nm in Fig. 2(a) . As a ave increases, the lasing peaks move to longer wavelength, following the red shift of the pseudo PBG with a ave .
To reveal the nature of the lasing modes, we performed 3D FDTD simulation of the real structures that were extracted from the digitized SEM images. Figure 4(a) shows the electric field intensity distribution of a resonant mode in the constant-gap PAS with a ave ¼ 485 nm. The calculated wavelength k ¼ 1566 nm, which is about 5% different from the lasing peak wavelength measured experimentally. This error might be caused by a slight mismatch of the thickness and/or the refractive index of InGaAsP slab. The numerical results illustrated that the lasing mode corresponds to a strongly localized resonance. Its electric field is concentrated in the dielectric region, thus beneficial to lasing due to large overlap with the gain material. The calculated Q factor was about 3300, similar to the experimental Q factor, $2500, estimated at transparent point ($677lW). The optical loss due to out-of-plane leakage of light is about ten times higher than the in-plane leakage. Therefore, Q factor was limited by the out-of-plane leakage owing to strong in-plane localization of light. We also calculated the time-averaged power flux (projected Poynting vector) in the direction normal to the slab surface in order to compare with the CCD-captured image of laser emission as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The projected Poynting vector was probed in the plane of a distance $k from the surface of the slab and averaged within one period time. As shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b) , the calculated power flux agrees with the spatial distribution of laser emission.
In summary, we proposed and demonstrated an optimized PAS that combines the local uniformity of dielectric topology with the short-range order. We realized lasing in the localized modes by optical pumping at room temperature and confirmed characteristic of lasing modes by numerical simulation of the real structures extracted from the SEM images. The modes were strongly localized in the dielectric region, and different modes are selected for lasing by shifting the position of pump light. By varying the structural parameters, we can tune the lasing frequency within the gain spectrum. The optimized PAS may be a good candidate for integrated nanophotonic circuits because of the pseudo PBG and robustness against structural disorder caused by fabrication error. 
